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After The AngelAn Account of the Abramelin OperationBy Marcus Katz M.A. with a preface by

Lon Milo Duquette.Is it possible to gain the knowledge and conversation of your Holy Guardian

Angel?The Abramelin Operation, a mysterious 14th century manuscript, promises nothing less

than to give the successful practitioner of its instructions the knowledge and conversation of

their personal Holy Guardian Angel. Following a six-month ordeal of intense practices, the

ritual is also said to give the Operant magical powers, control of demonic forces and the use of

the infamous magical squares and talismans whose abuse would otherwise cause insanity or

dire spiritual consequences.In this landmark publishing event of the western esoteric tradition,

the inner workings of its most profound and demanding spiritual ritual are fully revealed. Join

modern magician Marcus Katz in a timeless journey to complete the 177 days of intense

magick whilst living within a contemporary life.In 2004, after thirty years of preparation, the

author performed this working whilst maintaining a full daily journal. Within the course of six

months, it would utterly change his life, his home, his career, and his family. It would produce

miraculous events that took a further seven years to comprehend. It would turn reality inside

out and reveal great mysteries of the divine world and our place within the Universe.Only one

other journal of this type has ever been widely published. Now, after almost forty years, After

the Angel brings the Operation directly to a modern readership. This complete journal, packed

with unique reference boxes, commentaries, footnotes and reading lists explaining key terms of

the western esoteric and spiritual path, will take you on an unparalleled journey into the very

heart of western magick and spirituality.Most people wonder what it would be like to contact

their Angel. In this incredible document you will be taken to that moment and far beyond …

after the Angel.
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DuquetteKnowledge and Conversation of the Holy Guardian Angel is the primary goal of the

ceremonial magician and must be achieved before any other meaningful magical acts can be

accomplished.The Holy Guardian Angel (the Secret Lover) will be the magician’s teacher,

lover, mentor and guide through the higher levels of initiation.Whether one considers oneself a

ceremonial magician or not, the fact remains that the above experience, no matter what it is

called, is a prerequisite for complete spiritual liberation. [1] On July 11th, 1969 I celebrated my

21st birthday by getting deliciously high on Afghan hashish with my friend and songwriting

partner, Charley D. Harris. The occasion was doubly celebratory because we had just inked a

new recording contract with Epic Records and were preparing material for a second single and

an album for that prestigious label – a work we were sure would finally bring us the fame and

fortune we believed we so richly deserved.Charley and I weren’t just wannabe rock stars; at

least not in our own minds. No. We fancied ourselves troubadours of cosmic consciousness,

magical bards, mystic musicians, psychedelic hippy poets surfing the tsunami of cultural

consciousness created by the patron saints of our generation – Bob Dylan, Dr. Timothy Leary,

and the Beatles. Even our silly love songs were written as thinly-veiled hymns to transcendent

deity. At that sweet, green moment of life our youth acknowledged no limits to our magick; and

knowing no limits, there were none.With oddly egoless bravado we resolved to write a new

song on the spot. I leaned across my beloved Gibson B-45 12 string and plucked an “Occult

Dictionary” from the bookcase, closed my eyes, opened it at random and blindly pinned my

finger to a page. It rested on the words, “Inner Man.” Three bowls of hash later we had our

song:Deep within you,Softly hear me sing;Find me if you will.I’ve never not been anything,And I

always will.All in the All and the All in All.(I am the Inner Man.)All in the All and the All in All.(I

am the Inner Man.)See how each night becomes the day,Born with each new dawn.Death

cannot claim the Inner Man,That’s how life goes on.All in the All and the All in All.(I am the

Inner Man.)All in the All and the All in All.(I am the Inner Man.)And when you find the Inner

Man,With your journey through,Smiling, you find the one to tell,It was always you.All in the All



and the All in All.(I am the Inner Man.)All in the All and the All in All.(I am the Inner Man.)[2]Our

lyrics didn’t spring from the depths of any character-building life experiences or profound

mystical traumas. Those terrible adventures still awaited us in the future. But I believe we were

nonetheless on to something very real – something very important (other than that excellent

hashish).Our song was a corny cliché; naïve and pretentious. But to tell the truth, reading these

lyrics 42 years later I am still impressed by the message.In fact, I’m hard pressed to think of a

more concise summation of the ineffable spiritual experience (event-phenomenon-illumination)

that is the subject of Mr. Katz’s remarkable book.Knowledge and Conversation of the Holy

Guardian Angel (K&C of the HGA) is a rather silly sounding expression for a very serious

spiritual event. One is almost embarrassed to say the words when discussing the matter with

people unfamiliar with the esoteric history of The Book of The Sacred Magic of Abramelin the

Mage as Delivered by Abraham the Jew Unto His Son Lamech – A Grimoire of The Fifteenth

Century, or the Golden Dawn, or the works of Aleister Crowley.[3] It is not exactly the same

“Guardian Angel” to whom little Catholic children address their bedtime prayers … or is it?The

intense and heroic magical operation that Mr. Katz performed and that he so ably describes in

his book was created by the magician, Abraham of Worms (c.1362 – c.1558), to trigger a

tangible and objective mystical experience – an eyes-wide-open moment of ecstatic union even

more real, life-altering, and memorable than one’s first romantically charged adolescent kiss. It

is the ultimate consummation devoutly to be wish’d. According to Abraham’s theory we are

each in a sense an unfinished human being (a slumbering princess) until we have been

kissed by (united with) our questing prince (the HGA). The HGA, on the other hand, remains

an unfinished spiritual being (a prince who will never be a king until he has married a

princess).Of course the entire cast of characters in this fairytale are simply metaphors for levels

of consciousness and the mechanics of our evolving identity with those levels of

consciousness. But sleeping princesses and hunky princes and kings and queens and awaking

kisses and weddings and babies are pretty damned good metaphors for this process; because

the key that holds it all together… indeed, the key to the nature of consciousness itself, from

iron and rocks to light and energy and godhead itself, is Love.But is love, as the Beatles sang,

really “all you need?” In my book, Ask Baba Lon: Answers to Questions of Life and Magick,[4] I

try to answer the question, “What is the fastest way to unite with the HGA?”Knowledge and

Conversation of the Holy Guardian Angel is a love thing. Work on developing the ability to fall

hopelessly, blissfully, passionately in love with GOD (or whatever your object of supreme

divinity is). Each of us is already trying to mate with our HGA every time we fall in love with

someone or something. It’s not really the person or object of our devotion we’re falling in love

with, we’re falling in love with a perfected ideal (something that no person or thing could in

reality ever live up to). That ideal is the Angel. That perfected ideal is really us (a fact we’ll

discover when we and the Angel are united).Until then, we’re already well armed with the only

tool we need to lure the Angel to us: intense, insane, romantic naiveté; a devotion so

consuming it would embarrass us to death if we weren’t so blinded by Love ...[5]The Abramelin

operation is designed to systematically build up the magician’s devotional muscles in a

relatively safe and balanced manner; a process that (for those of us in the west) is not always

easy to give ourselves over to. In fact, the operation seems ingeniously designed to gradually

trick the rational mind into surrendering its sovereignty … at least long enough to become

irrationally open to the influx of divine consciousness. What is especially valuable about the

way Mr. Katz has applied the Abramelin operation to his own life, is the way he performed this

‘magical retirement’ amid the distractions and the madding crowd of his everyday/work-a-day

world. I believe he succeeded in striking this delicate balance that is so necessary if one



desires to ascend to heavenly levels of consciousness while not prematurely abandoning one’s

incarnational responsibilities, and opportunities.It is fair for the magician to ask, “What

incarnational duty could possibly more important than Knowledge and Conversation of the

Holy Guardian Angel?Why do I need to strike a balance in between the world of karmic

entanglements and the world of enlightenment? Why shouldn’t I simply abandon everything in

my life and pursue with one-pointed ardor this spiritual illumination?” In Ask Baba Lon I try to

address this question as well.… Knowledge and Conversation of the Holy Guardian Angel is a

level of consciousness, and the straightest path to the HGA is devotion. If you can fall

completely and helplessly in love with God you are there. If this means you find yourself in a

loincloth jumping up and down on a street corner blissfully singing Hare Krishna (or Hare

Crowley), then so be it. It won’t matter to you, because you and the beloved will be joined in

ecstatic union.“If, however, you feel in your heart-of-hearts (and that’s where the Holy Guardian

Angel lives) that you still have some mission to accomplish in this incarnation before hopping

on the train and taking the “straightest path” to bliss land, then you should start shopping

around to see what your mission is and customize your devotional quest for the Angel in order

to harmonize and manifest your life’s mission (Will).[6]And what about me? Has Lon Milo

DuQuette achieved Knowledge and Conversation of the Holy Guardian Angel?That also is a

fair question to ask. If I have, I confess it didn’t occur as I pictured it would the first time I read

The Sacred Magic of Abramelin the Mage. If I have achieved K&C of the HGA, it came as a

realization not of something that happened to me, but a realization of what I now am. Awake …

or at least more awake than the boy who wrote “I am the Inner Man.”Perhaps the name of my

Holy Guardian Angel is “Baba Lon” or Rabbi Lamed Ben Clifford. Perhaps that’s the way it

always works. Together you and the angel become somebody else … someone who writes

love notes to oneself.God is.Undivided God is pure potentiality and realizes Nothing.God can

only realize Itself by becoming Many and then experiencing all possibilities through the

adventures of Its many parts.The ultimate purpose for My existence is to exhaust My individual

potentiality.My Love for God and God’s Love for Me springs from the Great Secret we

share.The Secret isGod and I will achieve Supreme Enlightenment at the same moment.[7]Lon

Milo DuQuetteEaster Sunday, 2011 EVAn angel runsThru the sudden lightThru the roomA

ghost precedes usA shadow follows usAnd each time we stopWe fall.Jim MorrisonMany of the

names, initials and references in this journal have been edited to ensure relative anonymity.

Where place names have significant import on the Operation I have retained these for

reference.IntroductionWhat would it be like to have your very own personal Angel? To have it

speak to you, guide and teach you like a regular friend? What would it feel like to never be

unsure of your divine purpose? How would it be to greet each day – and every moment - with

the knowledge and conversation of a Being possessed of a total consciousness of the nature

of reality? What would your life be like to never fear, doubt or fall into dismay?Such ambition is

surely the mystics dream and the magician’s goal – and there is a method said to attain such

rapture. It is called the Book of Abramelin and whilst it is shrouded with superstition and fear,

ignorance and even dread, it is also deemed the “one perfect ritual in Magic; one goal which

takes precedence over all others, the invocation of the Holy Guardian Angel”.[8]I performed the

six-month magical ritual known as the Abramelin Operation during a continual period of

practice throughout 177 days between March and September 2004. The operation, consisting

of rigorous and demanding daily practices, observations, and ritual, culminates in the

knowledge and conversation of the Holy Guardian Angel. The prize is beyond description;

Abramelin says “you shall be received by him [your Guardian Angel] with such affection this

description which I here give unto you shall appear a mere nothing in comparison”.[9]However,



the successful completion of the intense practices of fasting, silence, spiritual study, intense

prayer and increasing seclusion, is not guaranteed. The author of the work also states “I swear

by the True God that out of an hundred persons who might undertake this operation, there

would be only two or three who would actually attain to it”.[10]Whilst I considered myself

prepared – I had thirty years of experience studying and working almost consistently in the

Western Esoteric Initiatory System, Witchcraft, Thelema, Golden Dawn Ritual, and other

diverse systems such as Ma’at Magick, Chaos Magick and Flux Magick and studied and taught

Alchemy, Tarot and other esoteric practices – nothing prepared me for what occurred during

that time, and more importantly, the time that followed after the Angel.There is only one other

fully published account of the successful pursuit of this ritual, and just a scattered handful of

partial accounts online. None of them particularly detail the long-term consequences of the

operation – consequences that in my case lasted seven years to this present publication. I

believe the conditions demanded of me at the completion of the ritual have now been met and

it is with consideration and some trepidation that I now offer this personal diary for

publication.After seven years, the people you will meet in this journal are not the same people

you would now encounter – it was not only my life and our lives which were transformed by this

Operation, but our very identities and awareness. As such, this remains a sacred ritual which

no publication could ever fully transmit.However, I offer such a publication with the intent that it

makes this method somewhat more accessible to those who are working towards it. It is also

intended that it provides part of a growing corpus of considered accounts of the Western

Esoteric Initiatory System (WEIS) and its place in contemporary western society.The

Abramelin OperationThere are a number of versions of this working, and in my case I utilized

that which was translated from the French to the English by S. L. MacGregor Mathers in 1897,

one of the three founders of the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn in 1888. Mathers

translated the French manuscript, held at the time in the Bibliothèque de l'Arsenal in Paris.

[11]Since that time, Georg Dehn has provided, with English translation by Steven Guth, a

construction from six German versions dated 1608 - 1725. This demonstrates that the French

version is incomplete and poorly composed - a matter of which I was somewhat aware during

my practice.[12] Indeed, Dehn’s version still does not include many of the additional German

footnotes (of which there are 500) in the present edition, despite his labours to provide a

comprehensive work.There are few published full accounts of the working itself – the most

notable being The Sacred Magician by William Bloom, which was originally published under a

pseudonym, Georges Chevalier.[13]Bloom was 25 when in 1973 he set off to Morocco with his

wife in order to practice the ritual in rural isolation. There is also a lesser-known account by

Ishariyah (I. Golden), aged 54 when he undertook the ritual in 2003 in Australia. I received this

account during my own practice in 2004, when I was aged 39.Aaron Leitch has also written on

his contemporary experience of the working[14] in 1997 and the Thelemic magician Bill

Heidrick provides a lengthy Abramelin Ramble written between 1994-5.[15] Athena W also

completed the working 2003-4 and her notes are available online.[16]The Practice and RitualIt

is not the intent of this publication to offer the instructions to the operation, which can be drawn

from both Mathers and Dehn’s translations. However, for context I here provide the general

structure of the operation and the scope of its demanding practice.I would also state that once

commenced, the psychological, emotional, mental, social and spiritual impact of this work, if

done with consideration, is utterly overwhelming and will consume everything in your life. The

abortion of the ritual would be conversely perilous to your state and condition. The completion

of the ritual to be met with only failure would equally be the end of your magical and spiritual

progress. This is not an online game, role-playing magic or idle pastime. It is at best the most



intense divine working of one’s spiritual life or at worst a willed psychotic episode leading to a

complete nervous breakdown.Bloom and Ishariyah both praise their partners in forbearing the

work and I would do likewise. As you will see in this account, my family was as much a part of

the working as I, and bore the risk and reward of the Operation fully. It is to my wife, B, and

son, R, to whom I am most indebted.Concerning the Selection of the PlaceWhilst Abramelin

gives an account of the ideal place for the ritual, he also points out “in this point as in all the

others, we should rule and govern ourselves according to the means at our disposal”.[17]The

ideal situation is to have a lodge and terrace, with an uncovered balcony, and a window which

looks out from the apartment to the terrace. There should also ideally be an oratory in which

the main work of prayer is conducted.The Ritual ImplementsThe oratory should have a lamp, a

censer for incense and an altar.The practitioner requires a white linen robe and a girdle of silk,

as well as a crown. Various oils and perfumes, and incense are required, and a wand ideally

constructed of almond wood.The PracticeThe book contains full and precise instructions for

practice, whilst allowing for variation due to circumstances. Whilst I studied the book thoroughly

over some twenty years, I found that on closer examination I had missed some interesting

advice due to the fragmentary nature of the manuscript. My pre-Abramelin journal on 18th

March 2004 records that whilst I was making notes for the ritual requirements I was getting

several headaches trying to figure it out.Whilst others may deem this a “magical” book because

it contains powerful talismans to effect change, to the actual practitioner of the Operation it is

truly magical because it is totally and hermetically sealed.Much of the instruction is only

opened when you are performing the ritual. Although I had for twenty years studied the book

there was not a single comparison to reading the book whilst engaged in the Operation itself. It

was truly a magical experience to have Abramelin there with me saying “now, you understand

why that was there …”. Whatever your impression of the book, it is not the same book you

would read whilst following the Working. That is the magick.The practice is divided into

sections, which culminate in intensity both explicitly in practice and implicitly in effect (and

accumulation) upon the overall working itself. At one point I tried to draw the whole ritual as a

sound wave-form, showing how it built up, peaked, dropped and climaxed.These divisions

occur over the three periods of “two moons” (two lunar months) and then the final part of the

working is divided into an intense period of cleansing, preparation and invocation of the evil

spirits and the Holy Guardian Angel.The first two moon period is filled with prayer and study.

One enters the Oratory having bathed fully and properly, wearing fresh clothing (itself which

turned out to be one of the demanding parts of the ritual in actual practice) fifteen minutes

before sunrise. You then engage in fervent prayer and oration, kneeling before the window,

which is open. A lamp is lit whilst this practice is performed. Whilst the nature of this oration

varies, it is at heart a constant prayer of thanks, confession and supplication to divine will. The

most important thing is that it connects to and from, and opens, the heart.Later in the day, at

least two hours must be set aside for study, usually after dining. I spent several hours of each

day in silent study. Again, my brief summary here does not do justice to the entire extent and

demand of the Operation, for which, consult the Abramelin.The oration is then repeated in the

evening, and any ashes from the lamp or incense which is used are taken out and emptied.

Again, whilst this appears a minor detail in the text, in practice the burning and emptying of the

resultant ash had a profound spiritual significance once the Operation was being practiced.This

practice is repeated every day, taking up several hours. I record that the practice was adhered

to throughout the diary as “Orations performed”. These two words do not of course indicate the

length of time being consumed by neither the practice nor the intensity. In some cases I record

the manner in which the orations were made or transformed.On the Saturday of the week, the



bed sheets of one’s bedroom chamber are changed and the bedroom chamber perfumed.

Again, whilst this seems an inconsequential instruction, in practice the weekly cleansing of the

sleeping area was an essential response to much of the Operation actually continuing

constantly and intensely throughout the sleep of the Operant.After two months of this daily

practice, which would have to be totally abandoned should more than one performance be

missed for whatever reason, the second period of two moons commences.In the second

period, the prayers are increased in length, depth and intensity, and one seeks as much retreat

from the world as possible. The hands and face are now ritually bathed in fresh water before

any oration, and every Saturday, incense is burned whilst the orations are continued day and

night.In addition to this intensification and withdrawal, the Operant now fasts every Saturday in

preparation for the final ritual. As ever, making substantial changes to diet as well as the other

factors at play during the Operation is not a matter to take lightly.The third and final two

months, the withdrawal continues and a third set of prayers is added into the regime, at noon.

In effect, the days become a constant prayer only interrupted briefly by moments of everyday

life.Perfume and anointing is added into the ritual, preparing the Operant and the tools for the

final working. Incense is now almost continually burned. This continues for two months without

ceasing and stretches the Operant beyond anything they may have ever experienced.The final

days of the Operation concentrate on preparing the place of invocation, the use of specific

psalms, the death of the Operant, and a complete day of absolute silence whilst the Oratory is

left in its working state. Hours of prayer then follow on the next day and after further fasting on

a third day, the knowledge and conversation is attained.One is told to then leave the Oratory for

an hour, then return and remain in the Oratory with the Angel for the rest of the day.The next

three days are concerned with “calling”, raising and binding to obedience (or perhaps “entering

into right relationship”) the chief evil spirits and the sub-princes of evil. These include Lucifer,

Leviathan, Belial and even Satan. Once these are bound, one can then command them to

marshal their sub-princes, including Beelzebub and Asmodeus. Under the command of these

eight sub-princes are entire ranks of Servitors, for example, Kemal, Sarisel, Roffles and

Rukum, in a vast array of names and roles. I use the term “invocation” for this process.One is

also granted four personal “familiar spirits” for the tides of the day – again, a lesser-noted

aspect of the Working yet one which in practice is extremely profound and important to the

magical work of the Adept after the Angel.A final day works is engaged to call and control all

these lesser spirits of evil and then, at last, a day of rest and joy is allowed the successful

Operant to conclude the entire working. Of course, this is not what it appears to be when the

practice is successfully concluded and another aspect of the book sealed from those

outside.Tools of the TradeI ordered a specific wand which was created for me by

Dragonmother Wand Works in the USA, however she unfortunately does not provide this

crafting and time-consuming service any longer – since 2007.[18] My Abramelin incense and

oil originally came from Alchemy Works in the USA, although I later learnt to create my own.

[19] Other items came from online sources or my own ritual implements gained over thirty

years of practice.Even in the gathering of the material, magick was constantly accompanying

my steps. Whilst I had a bible, I decided to purchase one specifically for the working. On the

17th March 2004, I took a special visit to a large second-hand bookshop some thirty miles

away, and found almost immediately a silver bible, which turned out to be a “brides bible”.

[20]On turning around to leave the shop, propped up on a table in front of me I saw a large

angel adorning a cover of a book, which was a Book of Psalms. I purchased this too, and on

returning home a sheet of paper fell out of it with a handwritten poem and Latin text:Climb thou

onward and upward still,Bravely, joyously mount the hill.Love and Mercy are Shining o’erAll



Life’s journey by sea and shore.Thou thou nothing knowestOf the road thou goestYet be thou

strongAll the way longKnoweth thy Guide before thee.The Latin text, on further study, revealed

itself to be Psalm 22, “The Lord is my Shepherd”.[21]Prayer and the OrationsThe practice of

prayer and the oration is a primary method in the Abramelin ritual, and for those of us without a

religious upbringing, such devotional speaking can be intimidating at first. I took instruction

from a range of contemporary religious books on praying, and most strangely and particularly

from Chaucer, who in Canterbury Tales, has the Parson speaking:Now, to speak of bodily pain,

it consists of prayers, of vigils, of fasts, of virtuous teaching of orisons. And you shall

understand that orisons or prayers consist of a pious will of the heart that has made amends to

God and expresses itself by spoken word, asking for the removal of evils and to obtain things

spiritual and durable, as well as temporal things, sometimes; of which orisons, truly, in the

prayer of the paternoster has Christ included most things. Certainly, it is invested with three

things pertaining to His dignity, wherefore it is more dignified than any other prayer; Jesus

Christ made it Himself; and it is short, so that it may be learned the more easily, and be held

the more easily in the heart of memory, that man may the oftener help himself by repeating the

prayer; and in order that a man may the less grow weary of saying it, and that he may not

excuse himself from learning it; it is so short and so easy; and because it comprises within

itself all good prayers. The expounding of this holy prayer I commit to these masters of

theology; save that thus much will I say: that, when you pray that God forgive your trespasses

as you forgive those that trespass against you, beware that you are not uncharitable. This holy

orison diminishes each venial sin, and therefore it appertains specially to penitence.This prayer

must be truly said and in utter faith, in order that men may pray to God ordinately and

discreetly and devoutly; and always a man shall subject his own will to the will of God. This

prayer must also be said with great humility and all innocently; honourably and not to the

annoyance of any man or woman. It must also be followed by works of charity. It is of avail also

even against the vices of the soul; for, as Saint Jerome says, "By fasting we are saved from the

vices of the flesh, and by prayer from the vices of the soul."[22]The Cosmology and Theosophy

of the OperationThe ritual itself is uniquely grounded in western mystical practice combined

with the most intense of esoteric practice such as evocation of demonic forces and the

utilization of magical squares. It merges monastic discipline with Kabbalistic concepts and

throws the Operant into a state where one constantly pleads to God for redemption. As such it

might be seen as Christian.However, the working manages to transcend its own boundaries in

practice, allowing anyone who seeks a higher level of being to be taken through it from any

particular starting point.I was raised in a family without religious belief, although my father and

step-mother both turned to Yoga and a variety of New Age systems in later years. I

encountered the esoteric when I was 13, and almost immediately began a journal and serious

studies of Tarot, Kabbalah and Witchcraft – I was nothing if not eclectic. Whilst I understood

that many esotericists rejected traditional religious practice, I rarely saw the need to entirely

jettison such practice as it was not inculcated in me nor did it have any specific association or

negative relation to my own history.The Ritual in the Esoteric Initiatory StructureWhilst this

subject is covered more in my forthcoming book, The Western Esoteric Initiatory System, it

should be noted that the practice of the Abramelin ritual is assigned to the Grade of Adeptus

Minor in the WEIS. That is to say, ideally it is practiced when the elemental grades are

complete and the practitioner has attained the state appropriate to Tiphareth on the Tree of

Life. Whilst this state then requires several years recapitulation of the preceding grades and

work, it leads ultimately to an emptiness that only the connection to the Angel can arrest.At

least seven years passed between my own Adeptus Minor grade experience and initiation, and



the practice here described. Another seven years has passed to conform to the singular

experience of one day at the climax of this working in my life. The idea that this working can be

practiced by those unprepared or in some method of short-cut is simply noise, not signal.

There is no short-cut or pretence for this Operation.[23]The successful conclusion of the ritual

leaves the Adept in no doubt about their role and tasks in life. It leaves no uncertainty about the

nature of the world or ones place in it. It provides constant tutoring in the tasks at hand and

insight into the patterns unfolding in reality.The knowledge and conversation – after some

years – becomes a living presence in every moment. It grants rest from all concern and escape

from all the traps of the mind. It is the living and healing light in the darkness and there is

nothing similar nor reflective of this mystery.The Worker is hidden in the workshop, and by our

work we are changed.The Operation in Contemporary LifeWhilst this working in 2004 makes

due reference to the presence of the Internet, modern media streams and technology, these

presences have now utterly transformed our daily life. The Abramelin Operation brings about

an accelerated consideration of all that is within one’s environment and hence the more to

consider, the more complex the experience. It is recommended that you remove as many

distractions as possible to undertake this Operation.Similarly, when I commenced the

Operation, I was not in employment – for the first and only time in my life. However I was also

financially secure for the period of six months. This was only a temporary state, for as soon as I

started the working, I was offered a job which I had to accept to ensure our prospects. This

turned out to be the most abysmal employment I had ever endured, and was patently a part of

the working itself. It is recommended that you also consider reducing risk by being financially

secure during the Operation and not taking employment other than self-employment.The more

external factors that are present in the working, the more subject you will be to the challenges

of the Operation and thus its potential failure. There are so many traps that are laid into the

matrix of the work that the clearing of responsibilities and “normal” considerations is to be done

as much as possible.With regard to social responsibilities and familial ties, these will all be

tested thoroughly during the Working and many will not survive. It is the same as declaring a

conversion to a demanding faith or group – in fact, worse, as it is entirely personal and cannot

involve those around you. Whether you choose it or not, those closest to you will be stretched

to their limit and beyond during the Operation.I am blessed to have a partner who agreed and

was able to accompany me through the Operation as an experienced magician in her own

right. If you are close to anyone and do not want to risk that relationship, do not undertake the

Abramelin. It has to be performed when you seriously have “nothing to lose”. After all, your soul

will still surrender.The JournalsI maintained two journals during the Operation, a large A4 diary

and a plain paper notebook for working notes and references. I also used the latter as a

scrapbook of articles, internet prints, cards and other material which began to coalesce as I

performed the Operation.The last few days of the working were recorded on sheets of paper

which I carried with me during my day of silence and final invocations of the Angel and the

Demons. I took several photographs and created several pieces of art[24] during this time,

some of which you can find on the After the Angel website.[25]The PlacesI commenced this

Operation in an apartment to which we had moved and had found ourselves stuck when I was

made redundant. We were one hundred miles away from our beloved previous residence,

Keswick, with no way of return. However, the apartment had the required balcony and oratory

room, ideally situated, facing east. When I opened the balcony window sometimes the sun

would rise over the slight hill beyond and stream through the trees, illuminating the entire

balcony.The second building, in which the Operation concluded, was a large Mill building in a

secluded hamlet of Keswick. It had a long attic area with a large circular window, a door leading



to a separate “balcony” and the other requirements of the Operation.We now live in the same

hamlet, however on the other side of the river, within sight of the Mill.The TimesThe Abramelin

Operation contains a number of instructions with regard to the commencement of the practice.

However, it is chapter five which gives the greatest advice, even in its title, “No Special Days for

the Sacred Magic”.[26]Here we read the ideal start date is the day after Passover, however

there are other possibilities chosen by our own will. There is also a warning about choosing

dates based on astrology:We will not give respect to the elements or the stars, but will consider

solely the needs of the person who is doing the work, his relationship with God. This is more

important than the dates, the elements or the stars. This is an important point, read it with care.

[27]I commenced the Operation on March 21st 2004, the Spring Equinox, a Sunday. It was the

most appropriate time and everything had built up to that date, in dreams (which started at the

new year some three months prior) and various synchronicities. It worked well as the events

which were to unfold in the Abramelin then coincided with the seasons changing about me as

the practitioner. As I have a pagan background (I was initiated into a traditional and secretive

Gardnerian coven in 1983 when I was 18 by a High Priestess initiated herself from Patricia

Crowther’s original coven) the passing of the seasons had a supportive and often

overwhelming effect.There were times during the Operation when the weather, the lambs, the

dew, the clarity of the night sky, the changing of the light, convinced me that the whole world

was embarking on the Abramelin with me, which in a real sense, it was.The RetirementThere

is a requirement in the Operation for a person to be “their own master” as much as possible. It

was fully my intent to take advantage of an “accidental exile” in which my family was situated at

the start of this Operation. We were removed from friends, family and previous work

colleagues, and it seemed the only opportunity I had received in thirty years to perform the

Abramelin under such ideal circumstances.I had intimated to my wife that it would be a suitable

time, and she agreed, whilst noting the dangers of the Operation. As an experienced magician

and student of mysticism herself, particularly working through the medium of music, dance and

writing, she was aware of the potential impact of the operation – although of course neither of

us was to know just how much impact it would visit upon our lives and that of our son.However,

for reasons which have only recently become clear – some seven years later – within the first

few days of the Operation I was plunged back into the most mundane and everyday

circumstances of career and responsibilities. As I had taken the Oath of the Abramelin

Operation, I was required to accept this situation and continue on my original path, whilst

maintaining a life in the outer world.The stress of this was beyond belief. It is not to be advised.

It was only because of thirty years of experience - whether through a year of drug

experimentation, prolonged magical practices, experience of mystical methods and states –

that I was able to keep life together – and that, barely. Every fragment of experience was called

upon and found essential at some point over the 177 days.I believe that my experience was to

demonstrate that the Operation still has a place in contemporary western esoteric and spiritual

life, and that it can be integrated into modern life. However, generally speaking, I would still

recommend that for any likely practitioner of this Operation, you should work entirely towards

performing it in seclusion and retirement.The 177 Days of the Angel[28]0. New Skin for Old

Ceremonies1. A Place to PrayI. SELF-EXTRACTING PROGRAM2. A Place to Work3. A Table

Set in the Presence of My Enemies4. Rectifications and Prayers5. The Seed of Fire6. All Over -

Me7. The Creaks and The Cracks8. A Moment with a Stone Dragon9. The Cup, Emptying to

Receive10. In the Shadow of the Chalice11. The Porter of Heaven Hears the Constant

Prayer12. I am Myself Sent Back13. The Circuit of Force14. The Interpreter of Yourself15. The

Stations of the Cross16. A Very Unusual Small Girl17. Sleeping through the Sermon on the



Mount18. A Room Waiting for a Visitor19. I Sojourn in Mesach20. An Evolutionary Twist21.

Dream of Prophecy22. By Day they Laboured and at Night they Pray23. Who Danceth Not,

Knows Not What is Being Done24. Night Time Attack25. The World Becomes Thinner26. Each

Day Passing27. Extreme Doubt28. Tarot In the Hands of the Angel29. Disturbed30. Learning to

be Empty31. The Three Stooges32. Loving Utterness Unuttered33. Running Interference

Patterns34. Buzzing, Hissing to thy Core35. Taken Over, Briefly36. Nothing and Nowhere37.

The Empty Door38. When You Die, Nothing Changes39. Performance Continues40. Prayer in

Flight41. Angel on a Card42. Everything Changes into Everything Else43. First Signs of

Revolution44. Dark Therapy45. Tipping Point46. Gaming Must be Shunned47. Listening to the

Crucifixion48. Drawing Poison at the Abbey49. Digging up the Weeds50. Auras at the Well51.

Looking for the Windy City Bus52. Days of Film, Days of Filth53. The Light is Sealed Within54.

Travelling where the Light Sleeps55. The Strings are being CutII. THE SLOW FUNERAL56.

Variations of Prayer57. Lilly Tarn58. Snake Pass59. Visits from Loki and Lucifer60. Invoke

Often61. Each of us a Ladder62. Connecting to the Tradition63. On Fasting64. Temporal

Tantrums65. Marshalling the Voices66. Curse Request67. Prepare the Squares68. The Hanged

Man69. Bathing Regime70. Edinburgh Hungry71. Tarot Uplifted72. Hypersensitivities73. The

Light at the Door74. Becoming Unglued to the World75. At the Invisible Station76. Send me an

Angel77. Fixing the Faulty Signal78. Have Confidence in God79. I am Not Sleeping80. Dreams

of the Abyss81. Prepare to Move82. Not Yet Enough83. The Forge Mill84. I Sleep But My Heart

Keeps Watch85. Wash and Prepare Yourself86. In a Slow Heaven87. Higher Good Activity88.

The Mill is Ours89. After All, Your Soul will still Surrender90. The Tenda Monks91. Free from all

Filters92. A New Conception93. I Get Given an Angel94. Looking Out to the Vast Plain95.

Study Continuously96. I am Wrecked, Entirely97. Cascades, Collapses, Catalyst98. The First

Miracle99. Failing the Ikea Test100. Nick Hornby Does Abramelin101. Magick Carpets102.

Shifting Floors103. Orations Performed104. Everything will be Gathered Together105. There is

a War Being Fought, Which We Must Win106. Angels are the Hyperlinks of Godipedia107. I

Grovel and Eat Dust108. Whatever the Test109. The World Distracted110. Eden is Not Lost,

We Are111. Power Cut112. The Pardoners Tale113. The Everlasting Day114. Switch and

Twist115. All My Old Friends, Say Farewell116. Food for Angels117. Intercession Preceding the

Second Miracle118. The Second MiracleIII. THE EMPTY DOOR119. Fear Begins120. A

Tumble in the Dark121. I Have No Mouth, and I Must Scream122. Suddenly out in the

Desert123. The Unpacking124. My Angel will go Before You125. Every World has its

Currency126. The Lamp of God searching one’s Inmost Chambers127. A Battle Begins128.

Angelic Squares and Holograms129. Different States130. Bad Dial131. Diminishing

Returns132. Return to the Tower133. Not in the Earthquake, Nor the Whirlwind134. Shells and

Feathers135. In the Darkness136. In the Chamber137. All I want is You138. In the Tempest139.

Strangers to Ourselves140. In the Shade of the Quince Tree141. Walking in the Estates of the

Day and Night142. The Burden of the Valley of Vision143. This is Not my Beautiful House144.

The Tears of St. Lawrence145. Ceasing to Exist146. The Rhythm of the Soul’s Encounter with

God147. Getting on with the Days148. Ancient Echoes149. Reproach Hath Broken my

Heart150. The Arising Glory151. Daily Ritual152. The Spiritualization of the Body153. That

Was God154. The Ashim Prepare the Light155. The Dweller on the Threshold
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Evalyne, “A very interesting read.. I bought this because I find the words of Marcus Katz to be

enlightening. I knew this was a journal of his workings and I was hoping to get a better

understanding of what I could do better in my journaling practices.It was nice to see that the

entries weren't flowery or overly wordy descriptions of his experiences. The entries are similar

to what I have written, quick notes to document the important impression and actions taken.

His approach to the work is practical and his determination to see it through is inspiring.The

Abramelin rituals are beyond my capabilities at this time, so I don't know when or if I will seek

out my Angel. I have much to learn about working with angels and even more about

rituals.After The Angel has encouraged me to continue to seek my own path to find my Holy

Guardian Angel”

Frater O.E.N., “I REALLY wish Katz had kept a better journal. He sometimes gives excruciating

details about his .... An intimate if schematic memoir of the Abremelin Operation as Katz

conducted it in 2004. Katz followed the 6 month version found in Mather’s translation whilst

living an entirely modern life, complete with employers, rented flats, a teenage son and

unabashed usage of the internet and his ipod. I found myself simultaneously shaking my head,

nodding in agreement, and occasionally awestruck. Fascinating if for no other reason that there

are few accounts of the operation available in this form. Unfortunately the memoir entries are

very raw. I REALLY wish Katz had kept a better journal. He sometimes gives excruciating

details about his work and struggles with his boss, and then glosses over a profound spiritual

experience in maddening short hand. Prepare to be fascinated, frustrated, and hungry to

contact your own angel.”

Victoria Evangelina, “~WOW. THE SECRET IS DISCOVERED: 30 years + 177 days +

everything AFTER that~. If you are a Tarot or magic enthusiast, you do not need me to

introduce you Marcus Katz. I am sure that many a times you, just like me, wondered, where

does this man take all the energy and genius to create innumerable ideas and books, in what

ponds does he fish for all the "wizardness" of the titles he gives to his many outlets (Tarot-

Town, Hekademia, Tarosophy, Tarosophist International being just a sample...)And here is his

journal, an Account of the Abramelin Operation, to which Marcus Katz had been preparing

himself, through study and practice of Magic and Occultism, for thirty (!) years. "The Abramelin

Operation, a mysterious 14th century manuscript, promises nothing less than to give the

successful practitioner of its instructions the knowledge and conversation of their personal Holy



Guardian Angel. Following a six-month ordeal of intense practices, the ritual is also said to give

the Operant magical powers, control of demonic forces and the use of the infamous magical

squares and talismans whose abuse would otherwise cause insanity or dire spiritual

consequences."No, you cannot just read the 177 days account and apply it to your life: but I

can tell you that just by READING this book you - no matter how weird it may sound - YOU

take a part in Marcus' experience. Just like his wife and son's lives were transformed by

Marcus' work so will be you, though on a much lesser scale, of course. I am telling from my

personal experience and also from what other readers of After the Angel shared with me. It is a

subtle change for the better...By Our Work We Are ChangedThe Worker is Hidden in the

WorkshopMeditate on these phrases and whole Universes start opening to your Inner Eye...

Yet it is impossible to imagine the joy of life where the Knowledge and Conversation of your

own Guardian Angel is easily understood by you. Of course, knowing what you are and where

your place is accounts for a whole lot of responsibility which you won't be able to just shrug off

your shoulders. It is a lot of work: and Marcus Katz is showing us just how much by his very

example.Being a prepared journeyer, Marcus keenly sensed all the changes that started to

happen in his surroundings and in his inner world. The journal accounts well for all of these, but

you need to read it in between the lines, and may be a couple of times to more fully grasp the

deepness of the message. In my view, it is a journey through pretty much insanity and

depression to the realization, that we live in a dream with eyes and the whole body shut tight

from the essence of the alive Love which is all around. And when we are able to feel this, the

Holy Guardian Angel is able to connect to us, heart to heart..."The work" is our task to do. And

I sincerely wish to go through this experience: for many years I have been praying to be shown

my Path and Mission. To know it "from the first hands"... aw, that would be Divine. But I am

questioning myself, if I ever, ever be brave enough to repeat this journey, even knowing what

amazing results it'll bring. This is an experience all humans need to go through, but few will

ever be as prepared as Marcus was, despite all the challenges and distractions he faced by

going through the Operation AND maintaining a "normal secular" life at the same time.And

after the operation, after the Angel... then the implementation of all the wonderful opportunities

and gifts comes to life and even more work begins. The blessing indeed is to know that you are

doing YOUR work and making the "right" input by your life.Victoria Evangelina Belyavskaya”

Natasha, “This is a really interesting book. Whether you "believe" in the Abramelin operation or

not, after reading this book, you'll have some serious things to think about. The author records

his spiritual voyage without pretense - I truly believe that he did this just as a personal record -

it does not read like something anyone fictionalized or added glitz to. In fact, it's almost

maddening that you can't understand more of what he was experiencing, because it's so

clearly ripping his mental walls down, and building them back up again. In a way, it's a bit of a

letdown as a fictional book typically wouldn't be, because there is just no way that Katz can find

words to describe or record his final days of the operation. His copious notes on the operation

and his detailed knowledge of esoteric and world religions adds a lot of depth to the book.”

SMC, “Interesting!. Not for everyone. Marcus was very brave to attempt this particularly as he

continued to live his normal, everyday life. He certainly puts his money where his mouth is in

following the requirements to meet his angel - and succeeds.This book is written 'journal style'

and not always easy to follow, but perserverance pays off and I certainly admire his courage.”

Sarah KL, “It's not Hollywood, its real life, and its inspirational. As previous reviewers have said



- if you are interested in Tarot or Hermeticism and then you will know who Marcus is and a bit

about the great work he has done with Tarot Professionals and the whole myriad of books and

projects he has on the go. If you look at the Marcus the world sees now and wonder how does

he get so much energy, inspiration, drive.... then read this book and you will understand why,

you will see that the life he lives and teaches is all from After the Angel.This book is an account

of his ritual diaries during the time he was doing the preparations leading up to the moment of

meeting his Holy Guardian Angel. It's not hollywood, its not all gloss and glitter, its not intensely

in-depth or incredibly verbose on ritual structure or each bump that happened in the Oratory - it

is a very real and practical diary of his own personal account. Its not fiction, this is real life, and

anyone who practices magic and keeps a diary will attest to how dry they can be, and how

'brave' Marcus has been to publish details of what was a very vulnerable time in his spiritual

journey - I take my hat off to him.Yes - to get the most out of this account you can't be spoon

fed the journey and suddenly have knowledge revealed to you. The reader has to have a brain

to read between the lines, yes you have to consider how if you were performing the procedures

in our own life, morning and night, changing sheets, abandoning your family for hours each

day, becoming so removed from the attachments in your life so that you are only attached to

what is important via the Holy Fire, how your mind will panic about losing x or y and having to

release, to let go, to surrender and knowing that once the process has begun you can not stop.

I can't begin to understand the thoughts Marcus had when he saw the work with the Angel

changing his family around him - faith was tested and was rewarded :)Anyone who has under

gone any study of initiatory mystery tradition will understand and relate to these symptoms of

reality being far removed, of seeing connections to what you love falling away - mourning as

well as rejoicing in their loss, of having faith challenged, of doing the procedure through love,

through habit and to keep going when it seems to have a plateau. You have to really trust in the

Gods that by offering up all you have to the Work knowing that what will finally stand with you is

meant to be. So, if you are a magical person of whatever initiatory tradition, you will read this

and know some of what you experience is felt by all, you are not alone... if you are needing

some inspiration, then this will do it, if you are challenged by the concept of Angels and their

work on this plane, then you really need to read this and decide for yourself if Marcus is

inspired or insane.Its incredible that this account is so 'real' and we can see the products of

Marcus' work around us, with the help of his Angel. I would really recommend it for people who

are ready to read it and live through the journey with Marcus, and who will realise that the most

haunting thing is that we are left with only a snippet of what great works came after the Angel,

but then that's not unusual in the world of magick.Highly recommended :D(One small

recommendation I would make is that the 'info' boxes on the Kindle version of the book need to

be reviewed as I could not magnify the small font or read them over 2 pages so missed some

of the text. If that could be corrected that would just 'add' to the experience of reading it

somewhat. But if you are reading this book, chances are you know what is in the info boxes

anyways).”

The book by Marcus Katz has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 22 people have provided feedback.

Author photograph taken by Lon Milo Duquette, 2010. Acknowledgements Preface An angel

runs Introduction The Operation in Contemporary Life The Journals The Retirement The 177

Days of the Angel THE JOURNAL DAY 0: 20 DAY 1: 21 March (Sunday) SPRING EQUINOX

THE FIRST TWO MOONS: Day 2: 22 Day 3: March 23rd 2004 (Tuesday) Day 4: March 24th

2004 (Wednesday) Day 5: March 25th 2004 (Thursday) Day 6: March 26th 2004 (Friday) Day 7:



March 27th 2004 (Saturday) Day 8: 28th March 2004 (Sunday) Day 9: March 29th 2004

(Monday) Day 10: March 30th 2004 (Tuesday) Day 11: 31st March 2004 (Wednesday) Day 12:

April 1st 2004 (Thursday) Day 13: April 2nd 2004 (Friday) Day 14: April 3rd 2004 (Saturday)

Day 15: April 4th 2004 (Sunday) Day 17: April 6th 2004 (Tuesday) Day 18: April 7th 2004

(Wednesday) Day 19: April 8th 2004 (Thursday) Day 20: April 9th 2004 (Friday) Day 21: April

10th 2004 (Saturday) Day 22: April 11th 2004 (Sunday) Day 23: April 12 Day 24: April 13th

2004 (Tuesday) Day 25: April 14th 2004 (Wednesday) Day 26: April 15th 2004 (Thursday) Day

27: April 16th 2004 (Friday) Day 28: April 17th 2004 (Saturday) Day 29: April 18th 2004

(Sunday) Day 30: April 19 Day 31: April 20th 2004 (Tuesday) Day 32: April 21st 2004

(Wednesday) Day 33: April 22 Day 34: April 23rd 2004 (Friday) Day 35: April 24th 2004

(Saturday) Day 36: April 25th 2004 (Sunday) Day 37: April 26th 2004 (Monday) Day 38: April

27th 2004 (Tuesday) Day 39: April 28th 2004 (Wednesday) Day 40: 29 Day 41: 30th April 2004

(Friday) Day 42: May 1st 2004 (Saturday) Day 43: 2 Day 44: 3rd May 2004 (Monday) Day 45:

May 4th 2004 (Tuesday) Day 46: May 5th 2004 (Wednesday) Day 47: May 6th 2004 (Thursday)

Day 48: May 7th 2004 (Friday) Day 49: May 8th 2004 (Saturday) Day 50: May 9 Day 51: May

10th 2004 (Monday) Day 52: May 11th 2004 (Tuesday) Day 53: May 12th 2004 (Wednesday)

Day 54: May 13th 2004 (Thursday) Day 55: May 14th 2004 (Friday) Day 56: 15 Day 57: 16th

May 2004 (Sunday) Day 58: 17 Day 59: 18th May 2004 (Tuesday) Day 60: 19th May 2004

(Wednesday) Day 61: 20th May 2004 (Thursday) Day 62: 20 Day 63: 21st May (Saturday) Day

64: 23rd May 2004 (Sunday) Day 65: 24th May 2004 (Monday) Day 66: 25th May 2004

(Tuesday) Day 67: 26th May 2004 (Wednesday) Day 68: 27th May 2004 (Thursday) Day 69:

28th May 2004 (Friday) Day 70: 29th May 2004 (Saturday) Day 71: 30th May 2004 (Sunday)

Day 72: 32st May 2004 (Monday) Day 73: 1st June 2004 (Tuesday) Day 74: 2nd June 2004

(Wednesday) Day 75: 3rd June 2004 (Thursday) Day 76: 4th June 2004 (Friday) Day 77: 5th

June 2004 (Saturday) Day 78: 6th June 2004 (Sunday) Day 79: 7th June 2004 (Monday) Day

80: 8th June 2004 (Tuesday) Day 81: 9 Day 82: June 10th 2004 (Thursday) Day 83: 11th June

2004 (Friday) Day 84: June 12th 2004 (Saturday) Day 85: June 13th 2004 (Sunday) Day 86:

June 14th 2004 (Monday) Day 87: 15th June 2004 (Tuesday) Day 88: 16th June 2004

(Wednesday) Day 89: 17th June 2004 (Thursday) Day 90: 18th June 2004 (Friday) Day 91:

19th June 2004 (Saturday) Day 92: 20th June 2004 (Sunday) Day 93: 21st June 2004

(Monday) Day 94: 22nd June 2004 (Tuesday) Day 95: 23rd June 2004 (Wednesday) Day 96:

24th June 2004 (Thursday) Day 97: 25th June 2004 (Friday) Day 98: 26th June 2004

(Saturday) Day 99: 27th June 2004 (Sunday) Day 100: 28 Day 101: 29 Day 102: 30th June

2004 (Wednesday) Day 103: 1st July 2004 (Thursday) Day 104: 2nd July 2004 (Friday) Day

105: 3rd July 2004 (Saturday) Day 106: 4th July 2004 (Sunday) Day 107: 5th July 2004

(Monday) Day 108: 6th July 2004 (Tuesday) Day 109: 7th July 2004 (Wednesday) Day 110: 8th

July 2004 (Thursday) Day 111: 9th July 2004 (Friday) Day 112: 10th July 2004 (Saturday) Day

113: 11th July 2004 (Sunday) Day 114: 12th July 2004 (Monday) Day 115: 13th July 2004

(Tuesday) Day 116: 14th July 2004 (Wednesday) Day 117: 15th July 2004 (Thursday) Day 118:

16th July 2004 (Friday) Day 119: 17 Day 120: 18th July 2004 (Sunday) Day 121: 19th July 2004

(Monday) Day 122: 20th July 2004 (Tuesday) Day 123: 21st July 2004 (Wednesday) Day 124:

22nd July 2004 (Thursday) Day 125: 23rd July 2004 (Friday) Day 126: 24th July 2004

(Saturday) Day 127: 25th July 2004 (Sunday) Day 128: 26th July 2004 (Monday) Day 129: 27th

July 2004 (Tuesday) Day 130: 28th July 2004 (Wednesday) Day 131: 29th July 2004

(Thursday) Day 132: July 30th 2004 (Thursday) Day 133: 31st July 2004 (Saturday) Day 134:

1st August 2004 (Sunday) Day 135: 2nd August 2004 (Monday) Day 136: 3rd August 2004

(Tuesday) Day 137: 4th August 2004 (Wednesday) Day 138: 5th August 2004 (Thursday) Day



139: 6th August 2004 (Friday) Day 140: 7th August 2004 (Saturday) Day 141: 8th August 2004

(Sunday) Day 142: 9th August 2004 (Monday) Day 143: 10th August 2004 (Tuesday) Day 144:

11th August 2004 (Wednesday) Day 145: 12th August 2004 (Thursday) Day 146: 13th August

2004 (Friday) Day 147: 14th August 2004 (Saturday) Day 148: 15th August 2004 (Sunday) Day

149: 16th August 2004 (Monday) Day 150: 17th August 2004 (Tuesday) Day 151: 18th August

2004 (Wednesday) Day 152: 19th August 2004 (Thursday) Day 153: 20th August 2004 (Friday)

Day 154: 21th August 2004 (Saturday) Day 155: 22 Day 156: 23rd August 2004 (Monday) Day

157: 24th August 2004 (Tuesday) Day 158: 25 Day 159: 26 Day 160: 27th August 2004 (Friday)

Day 161: 28th August 2004 (Saturday) Day 162: 29th August 2004 (Sunday) Day 163: 30th

August 2004 (Monday) Day 164: 31st August 2004 (Tuesday) Day 165: 1st September 2004

(Wednesday) Day 166: 2nd September 2004 (Thursday) DAY OF CONSECRATION Day 167: 3

DAYS OF CONVOCATION Day 168: 4 Day 169: 5 Day 170: 6 DAYS OF DEMONIC

INVOCATIONS Day 171: 7 Day 172: 8th September 2004 (Wednesday) Day 173: 9th

September 2004 (Thursday) AFTER THE ANGEL Day 174: 10 Day 175: 11th September 2004

(Saturday) Day 176: 12th September 2004 (Sunday) Day 177: 13 Nothing for 30 days and

nights recorded… Day 207: 12 The journal then remains empty for the next three months. After

the Angel Your Obvious Questions and What Actually Happened to Me. When I first saw my

Angel, it was the 3. Do the Magical Squares Work? Recommended Reading List
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